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Preface

The French-German Research Institute of SaintLouis is strongly engaged in implementing its
reform process entitled "ISL 2020". The corresponding scientific structure has been streamlined and ISL is now concentrating on four main
stands of work that have been defined in agreement with the French and German Ministries of
Defence.
The general scientific strategy, finalised and
approved by the national authorities in spring
2014, is now being activated through several
roadmaps. This work is still partly in progress.
Short-, middle- and long-term objectives have
been fixed and counterchecked in order to comply with the technological demands of our competent supervisory authorities and main clients.
Further milestones are being identified in order
to leverage external and internal contributions.
ISL focuses on the strategic effort to intensify
existing contacts with universities and research
sectors in applied sciences, with a view to enhancing the Institute’s efficiency as "a producer
of research" and its visibility. In parallel to this,
ISL seeks to establish an ever closer connection between its own roadmaps and the downstream roadmaps issued by the ministries of
both countries.The objective is to produce and
deliver custom-made and timely scientific results.
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Four priorities pave the way for these future
achievements:
yy improving the quality of ISL’s scientific research;
yy boosting the net income of third-party contracts;
yy upgrading the interdisciplinarity and versatility of our teams;
yy steadily optimising ISL’s operations.
A proof of the trust placed by the supervisory
authorities in ISL’s future is that they have fully
agreed upon further significant investment in
the Institute's scientific equipment. Three main
scientific infrastructures are under construction
and close to being put into operation:
yy a new pyrotechnic complex built on ISL’s proving grounds has been designed in order to replace, improve and extend the existing pyrotechnic facilities;
yy the new ISL trisonic wind tunnel operating
in the subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes (Mach number range from 0.5 to 4.5)
will be fully operational by mid-2015;
yy a cleanroom with a total floor space of 100 m²
for the processing of SiC wafers and semiconductor devices has been commissioned
to significantly develop ISL’s high-power electronics (currently the silicon carbide thyristor
technology).
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In the coming decades, ISL's research work will
benefit from these new major scientific assets
that will be detailed further on. These facilities will further foster the multidisciplinary approach of ISL and will offer a unique research
and technology platform to public and industrial partners. This is not a one-shot effort: ISL
will keep up with the times regarding its main
premises in Saint-Louis and its testing site, on
the basis of a long-term planning programme
dealing with infrastructure and scientific equipment started in 2014.
The purpose of these combined efforts is to
make ISL even more attractive to our partners
in fundamental research but also to partners in
applied sciences, to clients in industry and to
research funding agencies. ISL is honoured to
tackle all these challenges in order to prepare
the generation "after-next" and to prove that
even fifty-six years after its foundation, the Institute is certainly an experienced but still young
and very inventive player in the scientific world.

The present report highlights some examples
of our work and our achievements in 2014. We
thank all colleagues for their substantial contribution to these results and their unfailing support "on the way to a better future together with
ISL".
We wish you a very informative and pleasant
reading.

Dr.-Ing. Thomas CZIRWITZKY - Chistian de VILLEMAGNE
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Facts and
figures
Staff: 375

Management
team
Budget*: 51.962 M€

91 scientists

69% salaries

34 PhD students
69 engineers
47 technicians
60 workers

15% operating costs
16% investment
* VAT included

74 administration and support

Scientific documents

144 documents written within the framework of contracts or agreements
208 publications (conferences, scientific journals, posters)
53 technical reports and papers
List of selected ISL publications on our Website:
http://www.isl.eu/index.php/en/publication

Christian de VILLEMAGNE

German Director

Pascale LEHMANN

Martin WINTER

Acting head of the scientific sector

Corporate affairs

Christophe TAMISIER

Research activities

Energetic and advanced protective materials

21% energetic and advanced protective materials
27% flight techniques for projectiles
22% laser and electromagnetic technologies
30% protection technologies, security, situational awareness

Thomas CZIRWITZKY

French Director

Dominique CHARGELÈGUE
Flight techniques for projectiles

Jean-Pierre MOEGLIN
Business development office

Marc EICHHORN
Laser and electromagnetic technologies

Bernd FISCHER
Protection technologies, security, situational awareness

Pierre GRUNENWALD
Quality, security, environment

Magdalena KAUFMANN-SPACHTHOLZ
Communication

List of patents and licences on our Website:
http://www.isl.eu/index.php/en/patents-and-licences
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Business
development
 jean-pierre.moeglin@isl.eu
uwe.heinrichs@isl.eu

Why do business with ISL and what is the way
to do it? From an ISL perspective, business development is both a testimony to the Institute’s
scientific excellence and a necessity for balancing its financial trajectory. For customers, contracting with ISL is a unique opportunity to take
advantage of the services of a highly competent,
versatile, flexible and, above all, interdisciplinary research institute. Relying on assets based
on a wide range of skills and competences fostered and funded by the French and German
Ministries of Defence, ISL offers a large portfolio of services tailored to its customers’ needs.
It ranges from fundamental research (starting
with versatile arrangements with clients to support PhD activities at ISL) to demonstrators,
expertise services related or not to the transfer
of the ISL know-how, test and experimentation
services, etc.
Doing business with ISL is a story of mutual
benefit: while ISL’s clients enjoy the availability of competences that are rarely co-located
in such a synergistic arrangement, ISL and its
funding parents benefit from the maintenance
and development of key competences through
the carrying-out of contractual research.
Due to its multidisciplinary approach, ISL may
be a one-stop shop for many of its clients. However, the Institute is also frequently in a position
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to bring together the competences of many academic and industrial partners, as it provides its
clients with the united strengths of experts and
scientists from different and complementary
backgrounds. In this respect:
yy ISL exchanges critical information with hundreds of partners under non-disclosure agreements and currently collaborates with over
fifty partners (beyond the academic ones);
yy ISL has special ties with universities and research institutions by concurrently supervising forty PhD theses. A strategic network
exists with the universities and research institutions of the tri-national Upper Rhine region.
In particular, ISL’s cooperation with the University of Strasbourg is enriched every year;
yy ISL has been one of the founding members of
MICA, Materials Institute Carnot Alsace, composed of leading Alsatian laboratories in materials science.
Relying on its partner base, ISL can respond
quickly to various national and international
calls for projects:
yy in France: ANR (French National Research
Agency), FUI (Inter-Ministry Fund), RAPID
(programmes fostering R&D projects for
SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises)
in the Defence and Security domains);
yy in Germany: BMBF (Federal Ministry of Education and Research), BAAINBw (Federal Of-
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fice of Bundeswehr Equipment, Information
Technology and In-Service Support), etc.;
yy in Europe: EDA (European Defence Agency),
HORIZON 2020 (European projects especially
in the fields of Information and CommunicationsTechnology (ICT), Mobility, Space, Secure
Societies “protecting freedom and security of
Europe and its citizens”), INTERREG (Interregional cooperation across Europe), etc.
ISL is able to contribute to projects as a prime
contractor, subcontractor or provider of highvalue services: HONEFI 3D (Digital Holography
Applied to High-Density-Gradient 3D Flows)
and CIGAR (Compact Induction Generator Applied to Railgun) are two examples of winning
projects in 2014.
Showing an interest in more mature innovations, companies and government offices from
France, Germany, Belgium, the US and the UK
signed third-party contracts with ISL, ranging in
value from a few thousand euros to 3 million
euros. Here are just a few examples:
yy contracts on sniper detection and localisation
for enhancing the safety of troops and civilian
first responders;
yy detection and mitigation of Improvised Explosive Devices, an issue still high on the agenda
of governments and many private players;

yy research on high-power heat capacity lasers
operating at “eyesafe” wavelengths, contracted by BAAINBw for a three-year period.
There is a growing interest in ISL’s innovations
on the part of partners outside the Defence and
Security sectors, be it medicine, environment,
space, transportation, etc. In these domains, ISL
technologies such as change detection, detection assistance for man-in-the-loop systems,
time-gated active imaging, on-chip neuronal
networks, nanomaterials, acoustics, lasers and
their applications, THz and LIBS (Laser-Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy) detection technologies are in high demand.
Third-party orders increased by 37% in 2014,
compared to 2013. Doing business with ISL is
a simple matter. Browse ISL’s website for further information, but above all, contact your
privileged partner at ISL’s Business Development Office, Jean-Pierre MOEGLIN and Uwe
HEINRICHS. They will guide you towards the
most promising opportunities for your business.
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Special
events
 communication@isl.eu

Annual meeting of JCGE-SEEDS
2014 at ISL on June 4-5, 2014

Eurosatory 2014, June 16-20,
Villepinte, Paris

The French annual conference of young scientists in electrical engineering was organised at ISL.
Over 100 PhD students, in the presence of
representatives of universities and industry,
met at Saint-Louis to present the novel results obtained within the framework of their
PhD studies.
This annual meeting offers young scientists
an opportunity to meet future employers
and to convince them of the quality of their
work.

A rejuvenated research Institute, which provides
land and global security systems with cuttingedge innovations, presented its new research
results at Eurosatory 2014 International Defence
Fair focusing, above all, on the current increasing needs for security and soldier protection.
The ISL innovations shown there included:
yy hand-held night vision goggle system for bad
weather conditions
yy Miniature Visual Event Detector (MVED) - a
virtual expert to help decision making
yy 3D audio system for the intuitive localisation
of threats in 3D restitution
yy IMOTEP, ISL's combined optical and acoustic
technologies for protection
yy guided projectiles with on-board flight correction.

ISL celebrated 55 years of existence in 2014
The French-German Research Institute of SaintLouis was established on the basis of a binational treaty between France and Germany
ratified on June 22, 1959. In 2014 it celebrated
55 years of French-German research for defence
and security.
In the late 40s, after World War II, the idea came
up to create a French-German research institute
to allow a team of German scientists to work for
the French Ministry of Defence. When ISL was
founded in 1959, its research activities could be
conducted on a binational basis on behalf of the
French and German governments.
Over the following 55 years the Institute has
developed continuously and the staff has been
increased to almost 400 people. Thanks to the
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multidisciplinary skills of its researchers and engineers and its facilities at the cutting edge of
technology, the Institute has gained an international reputation.
On Friday, June 27, 2014, political and economic
representatives met at the Institute to attend an
official ceremony. On that occasion, an ISL senior scientist, Pierre Naz, was awarded the title of
“Knight of the National Order of Merit” in recognition of distinguished services to the French
Defence.
On Saturday, June 28, 2014, the Institute opened
its doors to families and friends. The participants had the possibility of discovering the site
in a friendly and welcoming atmosphere by visiting different posts installed for this event.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

Battlefield Acoustics Workshop, September 23-24, 2014
The “Direction Générale de l’Armement”
(DGA) and the “Bundesamt für Ausrüstung,
Informationstechnik und Nutzung der Bundeswehr” (BAAINBw), in association with ISL,
organised a workshop on the topic of battlefield acoustics. It hosted participants from 12
countries and focused on topics such as the
acoustic environment on the battlefield, e.g.
vehicle, helicopter and weapon noise, IED and
blast events.
Other topics of major interest included hearing protection devices (earplugs, earmuffs),
auditory hazard and damage risk criteria,
noise regulation and audio communication,

advanced techniques in signal processing, 3D
audio display, etc.
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> Scientific organisation

Energetic and
advanced protective
materials


christophe.tamisier@isl.eu

From yesterday to tomorrow
As a tribute to Professor Hubert Schardin, ISL’s
first German director, the ballistic science was
the keystone of the research activities conducted at the Institute from its early origins
after World War II to the end of the Cold War
era. During those decades, major progress was
achieved in the field of high-speed physics related to interior, exterior and terminal ballistics,
combining fundamental theory, experimental
techniques and metrology as well as computerbased simulations.
ISL's results have been recognized for a long
time among the international ballistic community and highly appreciated by the French and
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German armament agencies, as well as by private companies, leading to significant contributions on the development of armour technologies and armour-piercing weapons.

After the fall of the Berlin Wall, ISL's applied
ballistics research has been re-oriented towards
more fundamental activities covering energetic
and advanced protective materials.

For example, glass armour and explosive reactive armour were thoroughly investigated at ISL
in order to defeat shaped charges and long-rod
kinetic projectiles also designed and optimised
at ISL. Regarding shaped charge technology,
a world record was obtained with a molybdenum jet travelling at 12.4 km/s. This record still
stands today.

Nowadays, the main research challenges are the
reduction of the sensitivity of high-performance
energetic materials and the design of improved
protective materials, with the following objectives:
yy reducing the vulnerability of energetic materials, through control of the microstructure of
explosives and alternatively, by developing
nano-based explosives and propellants with
tunable features;

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

yy maintaining the ISL competences in interior
ballistics, through the implementation of the
French-German roadmap on interior ballistics, by maintaining/improving simulation
tools and by designing novel igniters based
on nanothermites;
yy developing breakthrough innovations in
detonics, in particular in the field of optopyrotechnics and impulse thrusters, supporting
project-bound applications with particular
emphasis on modelling;
yy developing advanced protective materials
such as light metals, ceramics and composites thereof through powder metallurgy, with
a special focus on lightweight solutions.
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> Scientific organisation

Selected highlights
Very Insensitive RDX (VI-RDX): a step beyond Reduced-Sensitivity RDX (RS-RDX)

Nano-cocrystals engineering by Spray Flash Evaporation

Reducing the shock sensitivity of high explosive
formulations while limiting or reducing costs is
a challenging task that has been successfully
achieved at ISL. Thanks to its knowledge and
know-how, ISL has tuned and optimised the
microstructure of RDX particles to reduce their
shock sensitivity. As a result, ISL has patented a
new grade of RDX particles named VI-RDX (Very
Insensitive RDX).

Explosives are often extremely sensitive to mechanical stress, which makes their safe handling
difficult. Cocrystallisation represents the possibility of mixing various compounds with different sensitivities and reactive properties on a
molecular scale. The ISL-NS3E laboratory, using
its worldwide patented Spray Flash Evaporation
(SFE) process, has succeeded in the nano-cocrystallisation of different couples of explosives
such as CL-20 with TNT or CL-20 with HMX.

The size of VI-RDX particles ranges from 70 μm
to 600 μm. These particles allow the formulators
to obtain the lowest shock sensitivity to sustained shock waves and to optimise the particle
size distribution so as to minimise the cost of
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the formulation processing. A similar shock sensitivity level can only be reached with very fine
RDX commercial grades. The compromise between the particle size distribution and the shock
sensitivity of RDX is not needed any longer.
ISL can produce VI-RDX particles at two laboratory scales. A 1.5-litre reactor supplies about
45 g of particles per batch. A 5-litre reactor provides about 150 g per batch. Transfer to industry at the 50-litre scale - yielding about 1.5 kg
of particles per batch - has been successfully
performed. The industrial VI-RDX formulation
will be processed in the near future to be tested
under operational conditions.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

These smart-explosive cocrystalline nanoparticles, having a size comprised between 60 nm
and 150 nm in diameter, represent very prom-

ising materials with tuned and optimised sensitivity and with enhanced energetic performance. These materials can now be obtained
at a production rate of over approximately 10 g
per hour. This production capacity is planned to
be increased and set to 100 g per hour during
the next year.
These energetic nano-cocrystals are a representative example of the versatility of the SFE
process which is a disruptive technology allowing the production, on an industrial scale,
of unique nanocomposites of great interest for
many applications.
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> Scientific organisation

Flight techniques
for projectiles
 dominique.chargelegue@isl.eu

From yesterday to tomorrow
ISL has acquired long experience in flight techniques, in particular due to the open-range facilities installed on its proving grounds. The use of
state-of-the-art techniques for instrumentation,
associated with the optimisation of data processing, has allowed a high level of knowledge
and expertise to be maintained.
Since the beginning, studies have been successfully conducted on the prototyping, integration, downsizing and g-hardening of telemetry
systems, sensors and electronic components.
Between 1949 and 1954, the first free-flight tests
of wire-guided missiles were performed by
using telemetry systems.
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The first supersonic blow-down wind tunnel
was built in 1959. Shock tubes were added to
the experimental assets in 1965. These facilities
were first used for aerothermodynamic re-entry
studies of ballistic missiles. The ISL low-cost operating facilities are well adapted to fundamental studies and research on innovative control
devices.

Today's telemetry systems and embedded sensors as well as future ones are no longer limited to large calibers but can be integrated into
medium-caliber projectiles with diameters currently down to 20 mm. Electronic components
can be g-hardened to sustain accelerations up
to 100,000 g’s which typically occur in powder
guns.

Many cutting-edge measurement techniques
have been adapted to specific test set-ups. For
example, ISL was one of the first institutes conducting research on laser Doppler anemometry
and has played an essential role in the success
of this technique.

Navigation and communication capabilities
have become an essential requirement.
yy A typical challenge addresses the development of navigation units based on magnetometers with or without Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) using Micro-Electromechanical System (MEMS)-based components.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

yy Bidirectional communication systems are
based on phased array antennas and metamaterial-inspired antennas in order to better
communicate in hostile environments.
In 2012 it was decided to build a new trisonic
blow-down tunnel to extend the research to the
subsonic, transonic and supersonic Mach regions. It will be operational by mid-2015.
A variety of optical measurement techniques
are used, e.g. Particle Image Velocimetry, Colored Background Oriented Schlieren or PressureSensitive Paints. ISL has also developed specific measurement devices for the aerodynamic
characterisation of spinning projectiles.

Annual Report 2014
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> Scientific organisation

Selected highlights
Multiple fit strategy for the identification of aerodynamic coefficients

Autopilot algorithms and Hardware-In-the-Loop set-up for guided projectiles

In order to improve the existing inverse 6-Degrees-of-Freedom (6DoF) ISL code, a new code
is being developed for the determination of
the aerodynamic parameters based on freeflight data. An essential part of this work deals
with the identification of the aerodynamic coefficients based on free-flight measurements,
which remains a complex task.

The on-target accuracy of spin- or fin-stabilised
guided projectiles highly depends on their implemented autopilot algorithms. They must
guarantee both the projectile flight stability and
the reference tracking performance, despite environmental disturbances and uncertainties.

The pitch damping coefficient was determined
for Earth re-entry space vehicle studies, taking
into account a mathematical nonlinear statespace model. The coefficient was described in a
polynomial form, depending on the Mach number and the total angle of attack. In order to im-
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prove the accuracy of the estimated coefficient,
a multiple fit strategy was considered. As the
aerodynamic coefficient should be valid for all
relevant test cases, multiple experimental sets
were selected to cover a large range of Mach
numbers and total angles of attack. The coefficient could then be expressed as a function of
the total angle of attack for fixed Mach numbers
and conversely, as a function of the Mach number for fixed total angles of attack.
The obtained results are consistent with literature data on the dynamic stability of different
types of blunt atmospheric re-entry configurations.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

Their design involves a rigorous mathematical
modelling of their complex dynamics throughout their flight envelope and adjacent subsystems (actuators, sensors, etc.), as well as a
quantification of the uncertainty due to both the
complex aerodynamics and the sensor noise.

Modern robust control theory is added and
adapted as a function of the flight conditions.
The autopilot is finally strenuously tested by
using realistic nonlinear flight simulators.
In a further step the autopilot is implemented in
a controlled environment provided by ACHILES
(Automatic Control Hardware-In-the-Loop Experimental Set-up). The latter consists of a projectile prototype containing an on-board computer, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and
four servomotors driving the control canards. It
is installed inside a wind tunnel test section by
using a 3DoF gimballed support structure that
allows roll, pitch and yaw rotation.

Annual Report 2014
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> Scientific organisation

Laser and
electromagnetic
technologies
 marc.eichhorn@isl.eu

From yesterday to tomorrow
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Lasers were introduced at ISL in 1964 in order
to improve the high-speed visualisation techniques required for the observation and analysis of ballistic experiments, due to the ultrashort
duration and high brightness of laser emission.

Military applications were significantly increased in the mid-1980s. High-energy lasers
and laser-matter interaction have been studied
at ISL to provide components for countermeasure weapons.

Based on the development of the laser technology achieved at ISL - including continuous/
pulsed and gas/solid-state lasers - major metrology techniques such as laser interferometry
and laser Doppler anemometry were studied
and developed. These techniques are nowadays
widely used by the scientific community. Holographic metrology was also thoroughly investigated at ISL, leading to the creation of a spin-off
company in 1986.

In 1987, a new research project focused on electromagnetic acceleration was started at ISL. Electromagnetic railguns, connected to appropriate
pulsed-power supplies, can accelerate heavy
projectiles to velocities above 2 km/s, which exceeds the capability of conventional guns, paving the way for new military and civilian applications such as hypersonic weapons or space
launch systems. ISL has become the leading European actor in this game-changing technology.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

Weapon systems based on lasers and electromagnetic railguns are novel means of delivering and applying disruptive or destructive energy to a target. These research domains range
from the design of new vectors with a view to
operational concepts and system issues, to the
development of the respective components.
ISL will deliver proof of concepts, on the one
hand, for electromagnetic railguns – for both
close-in weapon systems and long-range artillery – and on the other hand, for high-power
eye-safe laser sources. It will further develop
2 μm and 3-5 μm countermeasure laser sources.
In order to increase the effectiveness of these
sources, ISL will also deepen its understanding

of laser-matter interactions under realistic conditions.
Advanced pulsed-power components will be
further developed, including high-power semiconductor devices, MARX generators as well as
magnetic energy storage which is a very promising technique for increasing the energy density required for operational railguns.

Annual Report 2014
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> Scientific organisation

Selected highlights
Promising paths towards efficient and simple mid-infrared laser sources

Railgun technology: novel concepts

High-power mid-infrared laser radiation is necessary for important applications in remote
sensing, defence (especially countermeasures)
and security, but there is a lack of energetic
pulsed laser sources operating directly in the
mid-infrared range.

Electromagnetic railguns can accelerate heavy
projectiles to velocities exceeding 2000 m/s.
Simple railguns, based on a variable coil with
a single winding, usually require current amplitudes in the mega-ampere range. In order
to reduce these amplitudes, the so-called "augmented" railgun technology is being investigated at ISL. It consists of using several windings to generate the same acceleration as in a
simple railgun with a strongly reduced current.
The reduction can reach 30 to 50 percent, which
makes it possible to relax the constraints on
the electrical system and to use less powerful
energy sources.

ISL has been investigating a promising holmium-doped glass material for direct mid-infrared
lasers around 4 μm and has demonstrated the
first mid-IR lasing from a bulk glass. This first
demonstration opens up the way for future fibre
laser developments allowing direct emission at
4 μm.
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To generate infrared light, it is common to cascade sources for converting shorter wavelengths
into longer ones by means of optical nonlinearities. ISL is conducting research activities in order
to minimise the required number of sources by
developing the most efficient, compact and robust laser technologies in the mid-infrared range.
As an example, a very simple fibre laser was
developed, emitting radiation at 2 μm; the latter was efficiently down-converted by means
of an optical parametric oscillator to generate
powerful coherent radiation in the mid-infrared
region, thereby breaking the current record by
more than a factor of two.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

Thanks to hypersonic muzzle velocities, kinetic
energy projectiles can destroy armoured targets
even without explosive warheads. In a recent
experiment conducted at ISL, 1.1 MJ of kinetic
energy was delivered by a 460 g projectile at an
impact velocity of 2200 m/s, easily perforating
several centimetres of steel.
Projectiles with and without explosive warheads are being investigated in the context
of an experimental study dedicated to future
long-range artillery systems. In this scenario, a
powerful railgun can fire guided hypersonic
projectiles over ranges of up to 300 km.

Annual Report 2014
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Protection technologies,
security,
situational awareness
 bernd.fischer@isl.eu

From yesterday to tomorrow
Protection technologies have always been an
important part of ISL's research activities. The
challenge of being one step ahead in terms of
facing new threats and changing scenarios requires novel innovative concepts and fast adaptation to new technical developments.
In the 1960s, ISL conducted, in cooperation with
other European laboratories, comprehensive
studies on the effects of the sonic boom due
to supersonic aircraft. A large pyramidal shock
tube developed at the ISL proving grounds in
Baldersheim helped to carry out state-of-the-art
investigations.
At a very early stage, ISL also participated in
pioneering investigations in the field of holog-
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raphy. In the early 1980s, ISL performed the first
3D calibration of a droplet cloud produced by
an Ariane rocket. Holographic non-destructive
analysis of mechanical structures was a challenging issue which was successfully addressed
by the ISL research teams. This work led to the
creation of a successful spin-off company which
continues to bear the fruits of these innovative
concepts.
Changing scenarios and novel threats have required a continuous re-orientation of the ISL
research focus. Thanks to its long-lasting expertise, the Institute currently offers a comprehensive approach providing multiple counterterrorism solutions, depending on the nature
and the standoff distance of the potential threat.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis

These solutions involve detection technologies,
threat neutralisation techniques and methods
of ballistic and blast protection. Although the
scenarios have changed over the years, the
expertise of ISL represents a crucial asset for
the ongoing innovative research work. For example, the effects of high impulsive pressure
waves on personnel and equipment remain a
very important issue. The know-how gained in
the earlier studies on the sonic boom presently
helps in the current ISL research activities on
the detection and localisation of snipers. Similarly, the laser-based imaging techniques have
evolved and the ISL change detection systems
and range-gated imaging activities reflect both
the Institute's expertise and ability to adapt to
novel trends and developments.

In future, novel technical developments will require innovative solutions and a fast reaction
time in order to try to anticipate the threat. One
example is the increasing demand for the detection of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
On the other hand, UAVs are also useful for detection and surveillance. Operations in an urban
environment are a typical example of detection
tasks performed by small UAVs.
Combining expertise and innovative concepts
enables ISL to tackle a number of urban operation issues. Besides enhancing situational
awareness, the goal of the Institute is also to
investigate novel protective structures and, last
but not least, weapon effectiveness.

Annual Report 2014
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> Scientific organisation

Selected highlights
Enhanced Situational Awareness
Novel fast-moving platforms such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) offer a significant
potential for enhanced situational awareness.
However, the implementation of advanced vision devices on such platforms is a very challenging task. With an imaging system continuously in motion, there is no correlation between
two consecutive images in a sequence. Thus,
classical 3D image reconstruction algorithms
are typically deficient. ISL has therefore investigated a new method based on a combination
of image registration by homography and 3D
scene reconstruction through tomography or
two-image technique. Despite the fact that the
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Protection technologies
high turbidity of coastal seawater further complicates the task, ISL achieved, in first experiments carried out on an AUV, a depth resolution
in the centimetre range on images of the seabed at a distance of up to 8 m.

Within the framework of the protection of mobile platforms against Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs), a new vehicle simulant called SIM3
has been designed and recently commissioned
under DGA contract.

samples can be placed either on the side or on
the bottom of the device, which allows the realisation of both roadside and underbelly attack
scenarios, with particular focus on home-made
explosives.

Another important part of ISL's research activities regarding situational awareness deals with
advanced hearing protection systems, a domain
in which the Institute continues to combine different functions such as audio communication,
hearing protection and 3D audio display of the
surrounding sounds within a single system.

This 2 x 2 x 2.5 m3 multipurpose test rig installed 1 m above ground level is primarily dedicated to investigating the interaction of blast
with armoured vehicle structures. Based on the
modular design of the device, a wide range of
add-on protection samples, real-vehicle exterior
elements (door, hatch, windows, welds, joints,
etc.) or real-vehicle interior equipment (seats,
radio, weapon rack, etc.) can be integrated. Test

Among numerous metrology devices implemented inside the test rig, a digital image correlation system, coupled with two digital highspeed video cameras, allows the assessment of
the time-resolved dynamic deformation of test
samples subjected to blast.

ISL - French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis
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New scientific facilities

Trisonic wind tunnel
 friedrich.leopold@isl.eu

> New scientific facilities
The new ISL trisonic wind tunnel was built
up within two years and will be fully operational in mid-2015. The wind tunnel operates in a very large Mach number range.
The wind speed can be varied from Mach
0.5 continuously up to Mach 4.5. This makes
the wind tunnel particularly suitable for testing objects of moderate full-scale size, for
example missiles and artillery shells. The
model sizes are still large enough to easily
reproduce a sufficient level of detail.

Technical specifications
The new facility is an intermittent trisonic
blow-down wind tunnel. The Mach number
can be varied continuously. The tunnel operates by allowing the air from high-pressure
reservoirs to expand through a convergentdivergent nozzle into the test section and
then to be ejected into the atmosphere by
passing through a diffuser and a silencer.
This is achieved in the transonic test section
(0.5 < M < 1.2) by means of a choke mechanism, perforated walls and plenum suction
through another chimney. In the supersonic
test section the Mach number can be varied
by means of a flexible wall nozzle and the
flow conditions can be changed under running conditions.
Approximately 15 tests per day can be carried out, depending on the Mach number.
A typical test lasts between 30 and 120 seconds. The monitoring of the flow conditions
is achieved by multiple measurement points
and can easily be adapted to cope with specific demands. Data can be presented and
delivered in any customer-specified format.
Unsteady signals up to 100 kHz can be measured simultaneously and continuously.
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The tunnel equipment is adapted to several
measurement techniques covering the following applications:
yy force/moment measurements with 6-component DMS-based balances,
yy pressure distribution measurements with
pressure sensors and Pressure-Sensitive
Paints (PSPs),
yy determination of dynamic derivatives with
MIRO-type free oscillating models,
yy several high-speed flow visualisation
methods like schlieren imaging, shadowgraphy and interferometry,
including
quantitative visualisation methods like
CBOS and reconstruction of the threedimensional density field,
yy velocity measurements using Particle Image Visualisation (PIV), Doppler Global
Velocimetry (DGV) and Laser Doppler
Anemometry (LDA).

Tunnel data
yy Test section: 0.3 m x 0.4 m
yy Mach number range: M = 0.5 to 4.5 (continuously variable)
yy Reynolds number: up to 2 million based
on a model diameter of 40 mm
yy Stagnation pressure range: 1.1 to 20 bar
yy Run time: from 30 to 120 seconds, depending on the combination of the Mach
number and the stagnation pressure.
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New scientific facilities

Cleanroom
 sigo.scharnholz@isl.eu
ralf.hassdorf@isl.eu

> New scientific facilities

Semiconductor process technologies in line with industry standards
Semiconductor wafer processing and device fabrication require a high-level and
thus costly infrastructure such as a cleanroom environment and instrumentation allowing precise manipulation and control
either on a micrometer or even sub-micrometer scale, or in terms of thermal process
management. The commissioning of a new,
class-100 cleanroom facility built in 2013-14
will enable ISL to consolidate and further
develop its semiconductor process capabilities from the size of a single chip to that of a
100-mm wafer. As a result, ISL's silicon carbide (SiC) thyristor technology is expected
to receive a significant boost to its efforts to
fabricate novel functional chip architectures
and prototypes.

Power semiconductor devices and
pulsed power supply
The use of wide-bandgap semiconductor
materials in power electronics allows ISL
to cope with major constraints encountered
in conventional, silicon (Si)-based power
device technology such as temperature,
frequency, and power management limitations. To date, only SiC is considered to
pave the way for high-voltage/high-current
switches in order to meet the requirements
of pulsed-power applications such as railguns, electromagnetic armour or highspeed/high-acceleration actuators.
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Device fabrication and characterisation
For over a decade ISL has developed a profound understanding of the prototype fabrication and characterisation of SiC highpower devices. This includes the full chain of
front-end processing as well as the design
and fabrication of test structures. Regarding
the process technology, ISL works in close
partnership with industrial companies or academic institutions. It also offers renowned
services in device characterisation with its
so-called PASChAC platform, a fully automated wafer and device inspection system
allowing high-voltage loads.

Outlook and future work
Due to its outstanding material properties,
SiC is the ideal compound semiconductor
not only for the realisation of high-voltage/
high-power devices, but also for sensor and
detector applications in harsh environments
such as high temperature or strong radiation. Its wafer-level process technology will
enable ISL to easily adapt and implement
the underlying concepts in order to meet
the specifications set by military or dual-use
requirements.

Cleanroom infrastructure
yy Total floor space of 100 m2
yy Laminar air flow system allowing the air
cleanliness to be equivalent to the ISO
standards 5/6 (classes 100/1,000)
yy Process cabins for wet chemistry, photolithography and layer deposition
yy Supply system for technical grade and
ultra-high purity grade gases
yy Water de-ionisation and purification system (sub-micron grade)
yy Wafer handling capabilities up to 4 inches
in size.
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New scientific facilities

A new pyrotechnic
laboratory at the ISL
testing site
 christophe.tamisier@isl.eu

> New scientific facilities

Main goals
A new pyrotechnic laboratory has been
designed in order to replace, improve and
extend the existing pyrotechnic facilities at
the ISL testing site. These facilities are mainly focused on the formulation processing
(mixing, pressing), machining and drying of
energetic materials.
This new laboratory will enable ISL to develop its research activities on energetic
materials with an increasing emphasis on
microstructural and crystallisation studies of explosives, energetic nanomaterials,
multiphase blast explosives, improvised explosive formulations and devices, use of pyrotechnic formulations, warhead conception
with fragment effects, etc. ISL handles new
pyrotechnic issues (flammable solvents,
strong oxidisers, reducing agents, etc.) as
well as the needs related to these topics.
Moreover, the increasing contract activities
conducted by ISL's research groups require
more versatile and flexible working methods. The new pyrotechnic laboratory will
allow the processing of several pyrotechnic
activities simultaneously with higher safety
requirements.

Facts and figures
yy Total cost: 5.4 M€ including design studies, construction and equipment.
yy Regarding energetic materials:
-- maximum processing capacity: up to
6 kg of TNT equivalent for explosives
and 10 kg for propellants per work room;
-- maximum storage capacity: up to 36 kg
of TNT equivalent for explosives and
60 kg for propellants.
yy Up to 12 operators can work in the laboratory, with a normal working capacity of
3 operators.
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The laboratory is divided into two distinct
areas:
yy a technical area with a control building
composed of staff offices, a laboratory
and a storage room for non-explosive
chemicals, two locker rooms with sanitary
blocks, and one supervision room for the
remote checking and control of the processes conducted in each work cell;
yy an area dedicated to pyrotechnic operations, comprising:
-- three blast and fragment resistant working buildings, each of them divided into
two work cells. Each cell is equipped
with several workplaces which can be
operated alone or simultaneously, depending on the process configuration
and safety rules. Each cell can be operated independently of the others in terms
of processes, staff access and energetic
materials transfer;
-- a storage building consisting of 6 storage cells.
One separate circulation road is reserved for
energetic materials and is protected against
fragment hazards by barricades. It will be
used for carrying energetic materials from
one work cell to another, from the storage
building to a work cell, or for loading/unloading the pyrotechnic transfer vehicle. A
second road will allow the staff access to the
work rooms.
Most of the pyrotechnic workplaces are
equipped with an ultra-high-speed deluge
fire protection system (reaction time of less
than 100 ms) that will protect operators
against thermal hazards generated by accidental reactions of energetic materials.
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Awards

On December 13, 2013, Dr Denis SPITZER received the first prize for “Strategic Reflection
2013”. This interdisciplinary prize was awarded
by several French ministries, research institutes
and industrial companies. The prize is in recognition of particularly innovative approaches in
research. It was presented to Dr Denis SPITZER
by Manuel VALLS, the current French Prime
Minister, for his work in the field of bio-inspired
detection of explosives and other toxic substances, based on the “Bombyx Mori” silkmoth.

Yann SCHAEFFER received the „Innovation
Award 2013“, awarded by „Swiss Engineering
STV“ for his internship at ISL, where he analysed the possibilities of transmitting experimental data from a projectile accelerated by a
railgun to the laboratory by means of a low-cost
ultra-high frequency transmitter.
Dr Markus SCHNEIDER was awarded the „Peter
Mark Medal” at the "2014 IEEE Annual Meeting”
to honour his outstanding achievements in the
field of electromagnetic railguns.
Dr Vincent PICHOT was awarded the “Prix Guy
Ourisson 2014”, granted by the „University of
Strasbourg Foundation – Cercle Gutenberg“ to
young scientists conducting very promising research in Alsace.
At the 3rd ISL Budding Science Colloquium
Martin ROCH received the prize for the best
presentation and Aurélien KATZ the prize for the
best poster entry.

Dr SPITZER was also awarded the prize of the
Stanford University by the France-Stanford
Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies for his scientific work on “Nanomaterial Functionalization
for High-Performance Multifunctional Integrated Environmental Sensing“.
Korbinian KALTENECKER was granted the
award for the „Best Student Paper“ by the peerreviewed scientific journal “Advanced Optical
Materials” for his scientific paper „Terahertz Localised Surface Plasmon Resonances in Coaxial
Microcavities“.
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